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CW&ZZ2L XI 

rr T ^ A r^vr* 
i>J-*1f %J*i i^l Ju 4»4<« tult-X U £«& 

Xltcs s.wiay cf lifccsrntjira ?,TvS a rsoms used in nttuan^ing to clctcnuina 

(I) the objectives of the Industrial arts pre^Jta* (?-> tlia xetkodr, o£ 

mnstirci^nt, and (3) cvxiustictt need in Idis instruction of industrial ortc* 

Available 1 item turn rcvcalcc! various cajcctivss considtracl by cuthoritios 

in the field of Industrial arts* 

Objectives of Industrial iirts 

Xf one is $oinf:_ to nectnro and evaluate a student* t atliicv’or.tsnt) ho 

should first have, in nind a act c£ objectives for td-t subject natter 

Ohjcctivos are definite, ^sdottminad stutermts cf tiuit the desired out* 

cosss of instruction arc to It, Objectives alee fore e basis neon td4ch a 

choice of subject mttcr ran to cssde* 

iaten rrissurorent and cvuluuticn are to tales place 9 the. desired out* 

corns in relation to the specific objectives of industrial arts should bo 

tahon Into consideration* A study of specific objectives «as fait necessary 

in dafcassaXaiss vliat tbn closlred otttcoun.3 of industrial arts ctiouid be* 

r.t.* lbsr;- in his noot; &&L la stutuu 

that each subject tCtt£hS should have its ovn specific objectives and states 

vents of values to be achieved? and these should be In heap In- yitU the ulna 

of general education* Ha further says that if objectives are to be ctcfoncibla* 
*> 

there should br c definite relationship to t*.io objectives of general e4ucafe.io»#' 

%Ubert CJordoa 0,9 feblP,tt-r^rlf |nr <?cnAnul- Second 
Hditicn.i Internetioncl Icutbool; Co.* Scroiiton* ^unnsyXvania* 1954* p. 42. 

2S;U.» P. 43. 



uritsr thought {should be covered* Tne questionuaire van cdninlctered to 

three instructors in the field of industrial arts to detarrsiaa its validity# 

Limitations 

Shis study vas concerned vitli areas considered end methods of 

measuring and evaluating student achievement in vootorhing used by 67 

ibntana industrial arts teachers as indicated by responses to questions 

included in the questionnaire and opinions added by teachers returning the 

questionneire. 

Definitions 

Because of the confusion often created by the use of the terns 

measurement and evaluation» it tins felt that a definition as to her.? these 

tarns uould be used tlirougliout the paper should be included* ticasurcsent 

implies a precise, quantitative value iniich can be placed on an outcocia of 

instruction, such as a student receiving so many points on a particular test 

She term measurement will then be used to signify that part of evaluation 

dealing with tests and their construction and use throughout the paper* 

Evaluation, being a more comprehensive, tern, includes values uhich result 

iron the enarcise of judgment and more subjective appraisals of student 

achievement, as vail as strictly objective techniques* Evaluation will 

also be used in the sense of grades given students. 

!SiO review of literature, outlining short sunmrios of the (1) objec¬ 

tives of industrial arts, (2) methods of measurement, and (3) methods of 

evaluation used in the instructional p <u Oi# industrial arts are 

presented in tlie neat section. 
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MXQ purpoan of this laveos. vas to det^rai^ tlv3 areas coa- 
fiidesrad aad nsthoda veed b>* Iteatzsvz industrial arts teachers to seastim *md 
ovalaata shills and related iafomctioa ia ueodt^rkiasu 

A xavizra of literature »JGS nadc to oh tala lufamatlca ccaccraia^ 
rsitUotls of Dscscrcsjeat css evaluation in industrial art# and to dnt&mirs®. 
xfcst autlioritics in industrial arts have thought nacossary to measure* A 
quaatloitsairo vaa developed and utilised to datermino xdiat raid hoy Ibatana 
industrial area teachers s&ncura and evaluate ctudanta* Hie invsstisaticn 
ms 1 halted to tlia areas considetsd and methods of noaouremant and evalua¬ 
tion used by Ibntsna industrial arts teacher a in wooduorlcins* 

It teas ^ar+arally abroad upon by authorities In the field of industri¬ 
al arts that the objectives of fche industrial arts progress should ha the 
basis for a program of msasarci^nt and avnluatlon* l-^asuresstnt and ewilua- 
tlan should tnho in all learning cspevlencas. Several osthods of evaluation 
should be used and mny factors ouould ha considered in a narking system* 

Hie teachers returning the ejucationaaira yere in agraensnt as to the 
areas i/aidt should be considered in. an industrial arts program, these 
areas yare tnouledga of hand and pot?ar tools* general safety* use of hand 
tools* use of mehincs* and related information* ISiera yns tilde ngr^eaent 
as far as qualities, to bo considered in evaluation of students* Ihcre uae 
a vide range as to vb&fc part each item in project evaluation should be 
considered* ‘Sticra van general agreement: by industrial arfo teachers that 
the project should ba emsidared part of tie final grade* Disagreement 
omsms fancharn ns to systems read in determining final grades vara also 
evident. 

Xt la roccariandcd tint industrial arts teachers licap in mind the 
objectives of their course in determining vitat and hoy they trill measure 
and cvaluatG students* It is also rcccctnandad tint they determine qualitios 
to consider in student ovcluatioa* It is finally rsccsnaa&esS that tho 
toadier of industrial arts voodvorhing agree at to ifia inyortoco of a. project 
in a final grade end tlie tmight each part of the project eottstruatioa should 
ba given in £ha final grade* 



CHAECEIl X 

m^mvanm 

Horc tlmn thousand years aso inrittcn csanlnatidris appeared in 

Cilna.^ Brior to that tima* ncasurenent of a etudent’a abilities! uas ern- 

fcircly by oral cimination# Xhc lack of reliability or oral questioning 

prompted the search for better mid nore reliable nethoda of testing* Front 

the search for better tests case nodem rtefcho&s of evaluating abilities and 

achieveecntc of students* 

Today the nost widely used teethed of neacurcHent and evaluation is 

through the use of written esar,inations# It is tlie xrriter’s opinion that 

to evaluate students accurately, each teacher should bo able to understand 

the methods of xaeasurcHent and evaluation in his respective field* 

In industrial arts the teacher is faced with somewhat different 

problems In measurement and evaluation than are teachers of academic sub¬ 

jects* Industrial arts tcacliers are criticised for having students make 

things uitliout being too concerned as to the learning talcing place as stated 

by Hichoels and ICamer: 

Frequently shop teachers are criticised, cxid justly so, on 
the basis that they merely have students "make things The project 
should be considered a neans to an end* . * Sic project serves as a 
vehicle of instruction* It becomes a problem which tends to aid 
students in organising and integrating their experiences as tdiey 
direct their efforts towards its solutions*2 

ndans, Georgia Sadis, and Torgerso, Uieodore, h* 
SailmttoU Xhe Brydcn Press, Hew York, 1950, p* 22* . 

-Ilicheelc, UillioH J. and Ikimer, hay H*, Hee; 
tieIIcGraw-IIill, How York, 1950, p. 398* 



cvalustlcn of iufuctrial os-ts cl;Ills era 

is^orts&t eapccts in teadiius iRcluatrial.ettst# Xa order to olsoots or con* 

struct, teats tfiicli giro a valid ensure of students1 kncrrlcdgo and tUlXiSi 

tl-ta Industrial arts teacher nnsfc first Saicr the objectives of the course. 

As in any other subject taught in high cc!iool# the midtods of c^aeureneat 

and evalueticn in industrial arte cducatlcn hem to ha reacting in order to 

reaaure industrial arts ctudants1 latcnrlcdse of the subject* 

’SJho writer1 s heHef tltat tteto ^ete aany mans of masuremnt. and 

evaluation used by ii^itana industrial arts teachers in noothTorhi.ng and the 

desire to find out vhat they vsre iced to this ctuiy* 

IXie Prohlecj 

Xha specific yrchlea in thin study vos to detemin® the areas con* 

cidcred and $i:a s^thods used by Hontenn industrial arts teachers to neasura 

and evaluate skills ar4 related infosmtton in t-modtrorking* 

Frocodnras 

Xa OGcure informtion nhidi t^uld naha possible, a. logical solution 

to the problem* tut> procedures vere used* firsts a review of literature 

vac node to obtain infoncatiuu concerning mthodc of mamremnt and evalu¬ 

ation in industrial arts and to determine tmnt antfuoritiec in industrial 

arts have thought nncess-ary to mtsuru. Second# a quostionnaira ms devaloyod 

end utilised as a mans of dotaraining m^oda- of «mw«nfe and evaluation, 

used by Kontana industrial .arte teasers and vaich arena tiicy ccraaidarad in 

©valuatto* 

Xhc -cjuastlosamlre vaa based on a study o£ literature as to tiiat should 

!>a masurod and avaluatod in industrial arts and iaeiudad Rations *4iich the 
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Important objectives for industrial arts which are listed in Wilber’s 

book are development of recreational and avocational activities, appreciation 

for good craftsmanship, consumer knowledge, creative expression, social 

relationships, safo working habits, skill in a number of basic industrial 

arte processes, plus provision of an opportunity to know theories and 

practices of the American industrial civilisation and were stated as 

follows: 

1, To explore industrial and American industrial civilization 
in terms of its organization, raw materials* processes, and 
operation, products and occupations, 

2, To develop recreational and avocational activities in the 
area of constructive work* 

3* Xo increase an appreciation for good craftsmanship and 
design, both In the products of modern industry and in 
artifacts from the material cultures of the past. 

4* To increase consumer knowledges to a point where students 
can select, buy, use, and maintain the products of industry, 
intelligently, 

5, To provide information about, and—in so far as possible— 
experiences In, the basic processes of many industries, in 
order that students may be more competent to choose a 
future vocation, 

6, To encourage creative expression in terms of industrial 
materials* 

7, To develop desirable social relationships, such as co¬ 
operation, tolerance, leadership and follow®rship, and 
tact* 

3, To develop safe working practices, 

9. To develop a certain amount of skill in a number of basic 
industrial processes,3 

3Ibid., pp, 42-43 
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XiiQ objectives yhich tJilber deens aro necessary for a good Indus- 

trial arts program can bo related to those of general education* thus 

caking industrial arts an integral part of a general educational program, 

Erickson* s "desired goals** or objectives for industrial arts in his 

hook laasMaa, tlsa Maaia^JL &&& celf-dlscovnry* sclf-erprcssion, under¬ 

standing of industry* appreciation of practical art* consumer knotfiedgo* 

skill in use of the tools* an understanding of Che language of the crafts- 

cant development of good uork habits* and development of good safety habits 

uore given as follows* 

1* Self-die covary by the pupil of his own abilities and 
aptitudes* leading toward maturing life interests, 

2, Satisfying experience in ceif-c3;prcssion tdirough creative 
effort leading to material accoaplislsaants, 

3* tfoderstanding of industrial methods of production* end of 
the influence of industrial products and cervices upon the 
pattern of modem social and econcoic life, 

4, Appreciation of good design end good workmanship la their 
application to construction and to manufactured products, 

5, Judgment and resourcefulness in selection* purdiase, use 
and caro of industrial products and services, both in the 
homo and: in occupational life, 

6, Ability to use tools and materials leading to Itouschold 
mlntenance* loisurotime pursuits* and* in coma degree* 
to basic occupational skills, 

7, Ability to read and malic sketches and drawings used for 
lllustrativo and ccsmtruction purpooes* including tko, 
ability to read graphic and technical illustrations in 
books and magarines, 

8, Development of maturing work habits* feeling of responsi¬ 
bility* and ability to plan and execute work alone and in 
co-operation with others, 

9, Basic experience in the use of tools* machines, and materials 
of value in carrying on future educational and professional 
work on scientific and technological levels. 
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10. Development of safety habits end fundamental safety con¬ 

sciousness not only in the school but In the home and in 

future occupational life.^ 

A two-day conference called by the United States Commissioner of 

Education Sterling M, Heitor in, in I960, composed of seventeen heads of 

industrial arts departments came to the conclusion that four objectives of 

industrial arts should be emphasised. The two-day conference brought out the 

need to stress the development of students1 knowledge of industry, problem 

solving ability, talents in technical fields, and to develop in each student 

skill in the use of tools. As stated by the cocsaittee the objectives to be 

stressed are given belowi 

1, To develop in each student an insight and understanding of 
industry and its place In our culture, 

2, To discover and develop talents of students in the tech¬ 
nical fields and applied sciences, 

3, To develop technical problem-solving skills related to 
materials and processes, 

4, To develop in each student a measure of skill in the use 

of the common tools and machines. 

The conference, of 1960 further stated that the listing of basic objec¬ 

tives should in no way prevent an educational system from supplementing the 

four basic objectives. The conference also stated that supplementary objec¬ 

tives should be developed for the various age and grade levels such as ele¬ 

mentary, junior high school, senior high school, or adult programs. Also, 

^Ericcon, Emanuel E,, ZgjacMnS. j&g. iBtej&j&i toft* Benuet Co., Inc,, 
Peoria, Illinois, 1956, pp. 260-261. 

5Schmitt, Marshall L,, Improving Industrial Arts Teaching, United 

States Printing Office, Washington* D. C,, 1962, pp. 20-21. ./ 
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supplementary objectives for the sifted and slow learners should be con¬ 

sidered* The conference also pointed out that manipulative skills are 

important, hut only as they are used in achieving the major goals of indus¬ 

trial arts education* 

Further research as to objectives considered important by other 

authors revealed that they ware very similar to those already listed with 

only a slight variance* In general, the objectives listed on the proceeding 

pages arc the accepted objectives of industrial arts education* The simi¬ 

larity of objectives is further verified by on analysis of objectives pro-* 

posed by authors in the field of industrial arts and by state and city 

industrial arts departments. A chart analyzing objectives of industrial 

arts education between 1928 and 1960 is given below* 

From the chart* the following five conclusions ware drawn* 

1* The objectives consumer knowledge* social habits and attitudes, 

avocational-recreational and a degree of skill-techniques are considered 

about as important as they were fifty years ago* 

2. There is a tendency to combine related objectives, thus reducing 

the nuefcer which are also more nearly unique to industrial arts* such as 

Florida* s recent state bulletin limits its number of objectives to five and 

Olson1 s list includes six. Objectives listed by Olson and Florida*s recent 

state bulletin include objectives that arc unique to industrial arts* 

3* Of the 15 objectives listed in 1928, these eight are included in 

recent lists of objectives: 

a, exploration; 

b. vocational guidance; 

/ c. consumer knowledge; 
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An Analysis oj Industrial Arts Objectives Developed Between 1928 and I960 
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d. household mechanics, handyman; 

c. social attitudes and habits; 

f» avocational-recreational; 

g. a degree of skill-techniquec; and 

h. correlation with other subjects. 

4. Several objectives such as ’’pre-vocational” purposes, satisfies 

the desire to create, drawing and design, social“economic,'cooperation, 

whole soma personality balance, and inventiveness-ingenuity were rejected in 

1923, but were Included in recently approved lists. 

Objectives, being definite, predetermined statements of what the 

desired outcomes of instruction are to be, need,:to be considered when 

setting up a measurement and evaluation program. If the measurement and 

evaluation used by industrial arts teachers is to be of any value, it 

should be in conjunction with objectives adopted as part of the industrial 

arts program of instruction. 

With definite objectives in mind, various methods of measurement and 

evaluation are to be considered next. 

Measurement of Industrial Arts 

Measurement, being that part of evaluation which places a quantita¬ 

tive value upon knowledge, is accomplished by means of testing. Ihe fol¬ 

lowing section will deal with the evolution of tests and their construction 

and uses. 

Evolution of tests. The use of reliable testing programs has been a 

comparatively recent development, "prior to 1900 learning was considered 

$Xbld., p. IB 
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largely an Intangible substance that could be nencured only by the Indi¬ 

vidual teacher on a subjective basin.”7 Tilth the introduction or standard- 

Ired testa during World War I, student scores onre compared t?ith students 

In all parts of tlie country. About 1930, ivx< tents of ability arvl aptitude 

vere dovaloped and evaluative criteria were denlgneu,** At the present 

time there are broad programs of standardised tests and evaluating programs 

in industrial education vdiich includes intelligence tests, aptitude and 

prognostic tests, achievariant tests, and diagnostic and analytical tests, 

Hie importance of tests in a total educational program- cannot be 

denied. Equally important are tlia individual teats of neacurmcnt of stu¬ 

dent achievement In Industrial arts education, 

9 Ericson mentions the following reasons for establishing a testing 

prograai (1) Tests will help the teacher learn to vh«t extent students are 

mastering instructional mterlal presented; (2) teachers discover learning 

difficulfclcn among Industrial arts students u!ildi could be lack of general 

scholastic intelligence, lad; of previous experience, wrong attitude totmd 

the writ, social mladjunfraont. Inadequate Instructional materials, or 

faulty Instruction; <3) tests motivate students; (4) testa provide selection 

card classification of students; (5) tests measure teaching efficiency; 

(6) testa can be used to re-evaluate course content; (7) tests establish 

and maintain standards; {&) testa mite teaching objective; (9) tests provide 

Roberts, Roy W., msL ZSS&MJ&l* Ag£S> 
and Brothers, Hex? York, 1957, n. 302. 

Harper 

3 id., p. 303. 

'Ericson, 2H. clt;** P* 139, 
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a basis for nt!!:rr> and ratings; (10) tests can be used as a basis for suid- 

oncai (il) testa nerve as a basin for research♦ 

SsilS. Having cntahlishact a need for a tea t ins prosrsra, 

the teacher mat then dctominc tdiethcr he will uso the taste provided 

w5.th the tent or construct his own toots, Altlioush standardised tests are 

often provided with the tent, the industrial arts teacher nay find these 

tests are not seared to his own objectives. 

Should the teacher find the need to construct a test of his own in 

relation to his objectives, ho should hoop in taind the following points, 

The test should be based upon established objectives for the course. It 

should cover material which ties actually been taught, tha teacher should 

select a significant number of tent Items and use a sufficiently large 

number of items• Statements used should bo briof and the vocabulary used 

suitable for the age level of the students, Ho trick questions should bo 

included, Cjuootions used should assure one single response and should call 

for evidence of understanding of the material being tested. If essay 

questions arc CO d, questions should bo T/orded so as to mice sure the stu¬ 

dent ttnderstands exactly what should be covered in the anstjer* Good 

nsDchanicnl arrangement should bo used and Items should be arranged in order 

of their difficulty. The teacher should omit obvious and self-oolving item 

as these item are no indication of material actually learned. One test 

item should not depend on another for clarity of moaning or for correct 

response, tdicn selection of response is involved, care should be taken 

that all possible responses are ns nearly plausible as possible. Teachers 

nhculd use a variety of types of tests. The teacher should make the 

pliysical conditions unifom for each test and all students being tested. 
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Construe tiers, of test It arm as they arc bcinj taugtst provides tsora accurate 

Ttcacurcracnt and case os construction, Tlie teacher should furnish adequate 

instruction t-hen slving the tent as trcll as using aarsple itens end responses. 

Identify the test as to date given end subject natter covered, Finally, 

re check and improve the test vith each use. 

In surprising tent construction, *Ja competent teacher ealtes cer** 

tain that his stated objectives arc also his test objectives." To ac¬ 

complish this# tests should be made up at the same tip the objectives of 

a lesson arc detemlaed, and they should be included in instruction. Only 

by keeping course objectives in nind can teste be constructed that corre¬ 

late to the objectives. 

Ikes of tests. Having detemined a need and explored the construc¬ 

tion of a test# tlia instructor met then consider die types of tests to be 

used. Since a teacher presumably vents to carry out a suitable program of 

measurement in his particular area, ho should be nvare of the various types 

and techniques used in neaourenant. Tests that arc available include 

scholastic aptitude# special aptitude# mechanical aptitude# occupational 

interest Inventories# end achievement tests vhick involves standardised 

and teacher-aadc tests* 

Possible application of scholastic aptitude or general intelligence 

teste in Industrial arte vould be a relationship of scores to probable 

11 
success in industrial arts. Often, although a student may have only 

average or below average X.Q.# he la able to succeed in industrial arts. 

*%noll, G, J., to Construct the Objective Teat#11 Indn.g.trlal. 

E&mz&mb 43:293-6, Deccsabsr, 1959, 
11 
~ Sriccon* &&• cLk. # p, 195. 
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The probable cause for this is the fact that scholastic aptitude tests in 

General are set up to test areas of so-called academic subjects. The 

theory that all lou I.Q. students trill succeed in industrial arts and that 

hish I.Q. students will dislike industrial arts courses has proved to be 

of little value in the selection of industrial arts students. Although 

there Is the danger of misuse of I.Q. scores, they do have value for the 

industrial arts teacher’s interpretation of behavior in the shop or class¬ 

room. Students ranking high in factors such as space, number and reasoning 

12 
tend to have greater success in industrial arts. 

Another type of test available would be the special aptitude test. 

This particular test is used to predict probable success in particular 

areas in the school program or in occupational life. These tests are 

available for such areas as music, art, language, manual dexterity. 

Achievement tests are designed to measure proficiency or accomplish¬ 

ments in specific tanks or types of work rather than nautral aptitudes or 

degrees of interest. The two general types are the standardised and the 

teacher-made tests. The standardised achievement tests are tests for which 

content has been selected and checked carefully and for tjhich norms have 

been established. There arc very few standardised tests available in the 

field of industrial arts and the ones that are available are not always 

applicable. The teacher-made or informal achievement tests are used exten¬ 

sively by industrial arts teachers. The validity of a teacher-made test 

will be high if the teacher has kept the objectives of the course in mind 

122>M.. P. 1S6. 

. p. 198. 
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while teaching the subject matter and constructing the test* 

Types of informal tests that can be prepared by the teacher are 

objective tests which are usually true or false, multiple choice, completion, 

matching, procedure arrangement tests, visualisation tests, identification 

tests, and object tests. There are also actual performance tests in the use 

of tools by the student and tests are observation; on the part of die teacher. 

An example of a performance test would bo the squaring up of a block, after 

which the teacher would check the results for accuracy and while the stu¬ 

dent is working would observe how the student uses the tools* Performance 

tests fit into the category of tests xdiich are subjective in nature, 

A sound measurement program cannot be developed on purely objective 

or subjective tests. The teacher must use both methods of testing if the 

program is to be successful. There are certain strengths and weaknesses in 

each method which the teacher must be able to determine. 

Objective tests are tests containing questions which can be answered 

with short direct responses, and for which there is only one possible cor* 

rcct answer.» Objective tests are usually a true-false, multiple choice, 

matching or completion type of test. Some of the strengths of an objective 

test are that it is fairly reliable in that it tests knowledge which the 

teacher deems necessary to measure, it is very effective in measuring 

factual Information, and it is fairly easy and fast to score. 

In comparison, subjective tests are either essay, oral or observation 

tests. The subjective test has a wide range of possible correct answers and 

may prove to be biased. The advantages of a subjective test are the depths 

of insist as to the amount of knowledge the student actually has, and it 

helps students express themselves through writing while providing a method 
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of neasurcmcnt \jhca perhaps no other nethod Is available* The weaknesses 

of a subjective test are that it lacks reliability because of a teacher's 

possible bias in correcting and there is a possibility of misinterpreting 

test questions by the student, ao well as the time consumed in scoring* 

In conclusion, test results should not be considered an absolute 

prediction or evaluation of a student's probable success.^ Many factors 

can cause a student to do poorly during an examination period; such things 

as personal problems, a common cold, sickness, the need for glasses, room 

temperature, lighting or distractions in or around the classroom all play 

an important part in the total result* Tests often do not test a student's 

real understanding of a problem because of poor test construction will not 

be a true indication of a student's knowledge. 

This section has dealt with the following parts of a measurement pro¬ 

grams (1) evolution of tests} (2) test construction? and (3) uses of tests* 

klien the measurement has been as accurate and fair as possible, evaluation 

should be the next step. A study of the different evaluative processes is 

presented next. 

14Silviua, Harold G. and Bolin, Ralph C., 

for. Industrial Education* McKnight & HcKnight Publishing Co*, Bloomington, 

Illinois, 1961, p. 377* 
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Evaluation of Induotrial Arts 

Evaluation is an essential aspect of any instructional program. It 

includes testing, discussed in the previous section, as well as other exam¬ 

ination techniques. Evaluation is designed to indicate whether the teacher 

has taught and whether the learner has learned. Evaluation answers the 

questions, 1ms the educational program reached its goals, and is it changing 

15 
student behavior? 

In on industrial arts evaluation program, it is felt that there are 

three main areas of evaluations teacher evaluation of student achievement, 

student self-evaluation, and grading of students by the teacher. Ihe first 

area of evaluation to be considered is teacher evaluation of student achieve¬ 

ment. 

Zmzh&Si S&aigak achievement. The evaluation phase of 

industrial arts courses must be more than the development of a list of stu¬ 

dent grades.*6 A good evaluation program evaluates all course skills, pro¬ 

vides information regarding individual units and whole course effectiveness, 

and shows the strengths and weaknesses of the teacher. Evaluation should 

be continuous, and of value to students and teachers. 

Evaluation procedures and techniques should help students develop a 

realistic appraisal of their abilities and limitations and teach them to use 

their strengths and abilities to overcome their shortcomings. 

The greatest difficulty facing evaluation programs is the teacher1 s 

desire to spare student feelings and his own feeling that his teaching is 

15 
jRobcrts, £2>. clt.. p, 231. 

^Silvlus, clt. * p, 346. 



perfect.1^ 

It in relatively easy to develop an evaluation program based on unit 

teats (content)$ activities (sltill and/or knowledge), and a final course 

examination. Even if testa are adequately prepared and graded, the teacher 

has only evaluated factual information and operational procedures. Factual 

information often represents only one or two of the course objectives. 

Other objectives such as leadership development, problem-solving ability, 

and attitudes toward safety precautions, industry and society are not con¬ 

sidered in this phase of evaluating and will be over-looked unless other 

18 
means are used along with unit tests § tests on skills and knowledge. 

2hc importance of each objective is equal and all need to be evaluated. 

The weight given student accomplishment of each objective is left up to the 

individual teacher. 

In their book Organising Course, Haterlals, 

Silvias and Bohn present a procedure in student evaluation. Their activity 

grading sheet includes self-evaluation made by the student along with that 

of the teacher. Evaluation of student accomplishment is made in comparison 

to other students in class. 

A written examination can be used to measure student knowledge in 

understanding technical information and concepts. Other devices that could 

be used to evaluate skill in use of tools would be comparing students* 

17Xbld.. p, 347. 

1SIbld.. p. 350. 

19A copy of the activity eroding chest is chovm in Appendix A. 
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20 
projects with other projects that have been completed correctly. 

Daily observation by. the teacher of the students is at times con¬ 

sidered one of the most valuable techniques of evaluation according to 

t/iiliaa A* Balcamis^1 On the other hand he also states that evaluation of 

students by teachers is not limited to observation alone. 

Many skills in industrial arts lend themselves easily to objective 

evaluation, while others involve a subjective approach. 

laboratory activities are more difficult to evaluate than informa¬ 

tional topics or safety precautions, Where the laboratory program provides 

opportunity for students to plan, design, and construct projects individu¬ 

ally or in a group, evaluation is a challenge to the teacher. Course aims 

will usually dictate activities to be emphasised and hence the activities 

22 
that require evaluation. 

Evaluation by the teacher discussed above points out that evaluation 

should be made of course skills and help determine course effectiveness as 

well as strengths and vTealcnesses of the teacher. Evaluation should help 

students appraise their abilities and limitations* A discussion of student 

self-evaluation follows, showing the importance of student self-evaluation 

and its possible short comings. 

Student. Self-evaluation. In a program of student self-evaluation, 

enthusiastic student participation is one of the greatest motivating forces. 

2DBakamis, William A. , OL la&ia&jfOl&b 

Publishing Co,, Milwaukee, 1954, p* 138. 

2lIbtd.. p. 138, 

22Silvius, clt., p, 359, 
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Students evaluating their own work are made aware of and become concerned 

with doing a good Job in die work shop. To have good student self-evalua¬ 

tion depends on good leadership from the instructor; it is not a time for 

teachers to rel&n. 

At an industrial arts meeting of the American Vocational Association 

in St. Louis, in 1956, student participation in evaluation was endorsed* 

Hits endorsement was made on the premise that students should (a) be aware 

of the objectives of an industrial arts course; (b) should evaluate their 

work in terms of skills, finished projects, information and attitudes.^4 

kagarding student self-evaluation, Allen maintains that teachers* 

evaluation or judgment alone is not always a true measure of the student* s 
oc 

progress in project construction. It is a known fact that teachers often 

have preconceived convictions as to a student’s abilities. A student should 

be given a chance to evaluate his project to help him understand the evalua¬ 

tion of the teacher. By having a student evaluate his ox$n project, he learns 

certain criteria considered important in project construction. 

To date, student self-evaluation lias chiefly been concerned with 

self-evaluation in regards to a project completed, but it could work into 

other phases of instruction such as attitude and safety. Good self-evalua¬ 

tion by students could contribute to efficient class operation by developing 

on understanding of the teacher’s evaluation and helping the student look at 

-^Ttiomas, H. 0., ’’Case for Student Participation in Evaluation,** 
te&lfiga S&hsnal* 33J23, Harch, 1953. 

P. 23. 

^Allen, W. A.,"Student Eating Sheets for Self-Evaluation of Projecta," 
Industrial Asta nnd Vocational Education. 42:183-4, June,,1953. 
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him ovn and others progress realistically. 

Many check lists can be developed to help students in self-evaluation* 

A list proposed by Silvius and Bohn2^ for student self-evaluation included 

checkins accuracy in terras of dimensions on drawing* finish narks* amount 

of materials used, quality of finish* and the student’s feeling towards the 

finished project* as shown below. 

Student Project Self-Evaluation Fora 

Hama             Date      

Hama of Project 

Directions: 

1* As you complete your project* check It against your drawing 

to sea whether your measurements are: 

(a) . exactly correct to specifications* 

(h) 1/32” above or below specifications* 
(c) . 1/16” above or below specifications* 

(d> . 1/8" or more above or below specifications. 

2, Are the tool^marks: 

(a) . entirely removed? 

0>) slightly visible? 
(c) plainly seen? 

3* To complete your project* did you need; 

(a) just one issue of materials? 
(b) __ reissue of materials? 

4* Did you finish your project! 

(a) Smoothly without laps and runs? 

0>) __ with a few laps and runs? 
(c) , with several laps and runs? 

5* Arc you proud and happy with the final results?  Yes Ho 

26 'Silvius and Bohn* ££.. cit. * p, 350 
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Evaluation by students has been criticised for the time consumed in 

relation to the value of such a procedure. Teachers using student self- 

evaluation must guard against these three points: (l) some students tend 

to rate themselves too low; (2) some students tend to rate themselves too 

high; (3) whenever the teacher feels self-evaluation by students a waste of 

time, the method should be dropped. 

Student self-evaluation can play an important role in the over-all 

program of evaluation in industrial arts. Teachers should bo sure the stu¬ 

dents know what is expected of them in self-evaluation and soma type of 

form is vital to help the student accomplish the task of self-evaluation. 

The use of a student self-evaluation program discussed in the foregoing 

section brings to light some of the values and pitfalls of such a program. 

A good student self-evaluation program will help students become aware of 

the objectives of industrial arts and will help students evaluate their 

own work. The teacher using student self-evaluation should guard against 

student prejudices. The third step to be considered in evaluation is 

grading which is discussed in the nest section. 

Grading. There are many factors that need to be considered in a 

marking system. Probably the roost perplexing problem in marking is deter¬ 

mining what to evaluate. Soma of the knowledge gained in industrial arts is 

fairly easy to test for, while the knowledge may be intangible presents quite 

27 
a problem if a teacher is to be fair and just. 

2^Silvius, Harold G., and Curry, Estell, H., Teaching Successfully 
Mgj&SiaL &&& aid yaskumak Saklaafea* HcKnight and HcKnight Publishing 

Co., Bloomington, Illinois, 1953, p, 265* 
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Early Industrial arts teachers placed the emphasis for taarkins on 

the project completed in the shop. In recent years x/ith the objectives of 

industrial arts corresponding to the objectives of general education* 

emphasis on grading has shifted from the projects semexshat to the considera¬ 

tions of other areas of learning, such as quality of work performed, amount 

of work accomplished, knowledge acquired and applied, visualisation and 

28 
planning, effort put forth, and habits and attitudes. 

Quality of work, related information, cooperation xrilth fellow 

workers, and time involved in completing a project are four of the factors 

29 
in arriving at a mark for students as listed by Silvius and Curry, 

It is generally agreed by authorities in the field of industrial 

arts that each course should have a plan for arriving at fair and impartial 

grades for students, The method used to grade should be included in the 

course of study. Clear, concise plans should result in grades fair and im¬ 

partial to all students. The system used to grade should be simple enough 

so students will be able to understand the procedure. 

The system should be objective; subjective, spur-of-the-moment grades 

are too easily influenced by mood and attitude of the teacher. 

An objective method of arriving at a grade based on points earned and 

course average was proposed by Silvius and Bohn, Their plan allows points 

for each activity, test and other class contributions. These points are 

kept cumulatively as units are finished and used as the base for periodic 

^Ericson, eg,, clfc,. p, 219. 

Appendix B. 

3^Silvius and Bohn, PP* 372-373, 



report card mrkias and the taark given at the and ot tho tern* To <2otor- 

csine courco averaga each activity test and otlier class contribution la eval¬ 

uated against a cession base (his^st achievcnent is 100 per cent) and given 

a relative weight in relation to the other activities* !Kio total is averaged 

and the final grade based on either predetermined Units <90-100 or 94-100 

equals A) | statistical distribution# or rank order* 

There are cany factors that need to be considered in a marking system* 

Quality of work# related information* cooperation with follow workersf and 

tins involved in completing a project arc four factors to consider in 

arriving at a mrlt* A cysteia of arriving at a mrk should ba included in 

the course of study and the teacher will want to stick to his system in 

order to avoid any unfair judgments lie my mko. 

Sugaarv 

Tho foregoing etiapter discusses tho masurcsscnt and evaluation as¬ 

pect of industrial arts* The first section deals with tncasurment and is 

brolcon into three parts! (1) evaluation of tests 5 (2) test construction* 

end (3) uses of tests* The section on evaluation is also broken down into 

three sections dealing with teacher evaluation# student self-evaluation# 

and finally grading* 

Important points to consider in teacher evaluation include! 

(1) teacher evaluation should be made of course skills* (2) it should help 

determine course effectiveness; (3) as well as strengths and weaknesses of 

the teacher; and (4) it should help students appraise their abilities and 

limitations. 



Student co If-evaluation can also play an isapor&mt part In an evalu¬ 

ation prograsa. A good student calf-evaluation program x;ill lielp student a 

becosaa avaro of the objoctlves of Indue trial arts and will help students 

evaluate their own work. 

Grading, which perhaps in one of the final steps in evaluation, can 

be a pcrplojsing prohlcsm* Factors that are considered in most mrking ays terns 

are quality of work, related information, cooperation with fellow workers 

and than involved in completing a project* Each individual teacher also 

my tat up other factors that he may consider when assigning a grade* 

ibthods of aaaauranant and evaluation of student achievcsmt in 

woodworking used by lisatana industrial arts teacliers will be discussed 

in the following diopter* 
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CHAPTER III 

ABEAS CGNSIDEKED AUD IffiTHODS OF HEASHBEIIEHT AHD EVALUATION OF 
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT HI W00DU0KKIH3 USED BY 

MONTANA INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS 

The purpose of this Investigation was to determine the areas considered 

and methods of measurement and evaluation used by Montana industrial arts 

teachers in woodworking* 

In order to determine areas considered and the methods of measurement 

and evaluation of student achievement in woodwroking used by Montana 

industrial arts teachers, a questionnaire was developed and utilized. The 

questionnaire uas designed to determine what and how Montana teachers 

measure and evalute knowledge and skills of students in industrial arts. 

The questionnaire was divided into four parts for ease of checking. The 

four parts of the questionnaire were (1) area of instruction and method of 

measurement, (2) qualities considered in evaluation, (3) project evaluation 

and percentage of grade, and (4) general practices in regard to grading. To 

establish the validity of the questionnaire, it was administered to three 

industrial arts instructors for criticism and some changes t?era made for 

clarification purposes, 
i 

The questionnaire and letter explaining the questionnaire were sent 

to 123 industrial arts teachers that were listed in the 1960-61 directory of 

industrial arts teachers in lion tana, edited by the State Department of 

Public Instruction, Helena, Montana, Of the 123 questionnaires sent out, 

71 were re turned $ of these 71, 67 were completed. The analysis of the 67 

^See Appendix D 
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completed questionnaires * *4iieh follox/s, trill bo presented in four nain 

ports of the questionnaire, Ihe four tan in ports are (X) area of instruc¬ 

tion and no died of acaturcrjont* (2) qualities considered in evaluation* 

(3) project evaluation end percentasc of grade involved, and (4) general 

practices in regard to grading, Tho results will also be shown througli tlie 

use of tables ifiich follow each part of the questionnaire discussed. 

Areas of Instruction and Bathed of Banntsraasnt 

Kia subject mtfccr for inotructimi and mthod of manuressent no 

revealed by a study of literature in the field of industrial arts con be 

broken down Into five min areas ns follows? (l> knowledge and use of hand 

and power toolti (2) general rafetyj (3) use of hand tools effectively; 

(4) use of machines effectively; and (5) related information* The results 

in these areas according to how the teachers checked the questionnaire 

follow* 

The indications on the 67 questionnaires in the area of knowledge of 

hand and power tools, as to being able to identify and knowing what they are 

used for, was 67 teachers considered this area of instruction for evaluation. 

Sisty-ona tsaacured student knowledge in this area by written testa .end forty- 

four by observation. Other methods written In by teachers were student dem¬ 

onstrations, verbal testa, oral reports, and discussions. 

Xa the area of general safety, of the 67 completed questionnaires 67 

checked thin area of instruction for ncaaurarmnt and evaluation. Fifty- 

sin shoved they assessed die students1 knowledge by wit ten tests* 35 by 

observation* Other methods teachers listed ware students chocking each 

other and class discussion* 
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Another area which 67 of the 67 teachers returning the questionnaire 

checked was the ability to use hand tools effectively. Thirty-three checked 

that written tests were used and sixty indicated they used observation. 

Other nethodo written in by teachers were as follows? (1) exercises? 

(2) practical application; (3) class given demonstrations by individual 

students; (4) manipulative test; (5) students pass on actual use test. 

In the ability to use machines effectively area, 66 of the 67 

teachers indicated they consider this area in evaluating students. Forty 

used the varitten test method of measurement, and 53 used the observation 

method. Other methods used were (1) student performance, (2) through use, 

(3) students demonstrate as an individual, (4) manipulative test, and 

(5) manual ability-project. 

The area concerned with related information, other than ordinary 

shop work was checked by 55 teachers of the 67. Forty-nine used a trritten 

test and 16 used observation as a means of measurement. Other methods 

used by teachers were (1) accumulation of printed materials and camples, 

(2) written and oral reports, and (3) field trips* 

A table showing the distribution of responses in regard to the areas 

of instruction considered in evaluation and methods of measurement used 

follows. Fart two of the questionnaire, which concerned qualities con¬ 

sidered in evaluation will be discussed following Table 1, 
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TABLE 1. AREAS AND METHODS OF MEASUREMENT AS REPORTED ON THE 67 QUESTION- 
HAIRES RETURNED, 

Number of Methods used and number 
Area teachers of teachers using these 

checking methods of measurement 
 area  
 Written Test Observation 

X. Knowledge of hand and power 
tools* as to being able to 
identify and know what they 
are used for, 

2. General safety, knowledge 
of, 

3, Use of hand tools, ability 
to use effectively. 

4. Use of machines, ability to 
use effectively, 

5, Related information, other 
than ordinary shop work. 

65 61 44 

67 56 55 

65 33 60 

66 40 53 

55 49 16 
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Qualities Considered in Evaluation of Students 

The second part of the questionnaire dealt with the qualities con** 

sidcred in the evaluation of a student* The teachers of industrial arts 

woodworking were asked to check their practice in considerins these 

qualities. A yes* no, and sovietitaes blank was to be checked if they con¬ 

sidered the quality part of their evaluation* The responses were analysed 

by means of the Chi Square technique, to determine the extent of agreement 

among the respondents considering the qualities in evaluation of students. 

The teachers polled were agreed that the qualities of recitation, 

promptness, effort, self-reliance, cooperation, attitude, conduct, abuse of 

tools, practice of safety, dependability and courtesy were important in 

evaluation of students at .1% level of significance. They were not agreed 

as to the importance of student self-evaluation and spelling. 

‘Steps in the computation and use of Chi* (X^) test for k independent 
samples 

1. Cast the observed frequencies in a I: x r contingency table, using 
the U columns for the groups and the r rows for the conditions. 

2. Determine the expected frequency for each cell by finding the 
product of the marginal totals common to it and dividing tills product by IT. 
Cl is the sum of each group of marginal totals.) It represents the total 
number of independent observations. Inflated H*s invalidate the test. 

3. Compute X2 by using the formula X2 » (9 - B)2 

where 0 represents the observed E 
frequency and E represents the expected frequency of each cell 

4. Determine the degrees of freedom, d£* df = {lc - 1) (r ** 1) 

5. Determine the significance of the observed value of X2 by refer- 
ence to the proper tables. Tor a one-tailed test, halva the significance 
level shown. If the probability given for the observed value of X2 for the 
observed value of df is equal to or smaller than the desired significance 
level, reject HQ in favor of Hj, (Transparency made by Dr. John Eicton, 
tbngana State College.) Donnie, II, M., and Heath, R. VI., Basic Statistical 
Methods, Harper and Row, Hew York, 1959, p. 266 with table. 
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TablG 2 shot/5 fclio distributions o£ responses tacdo by the tccchcrs 

of qualities considered In cmluatio^ a student. 

tmM 2, QUALITIES TAK22I KUD CCKSIDEBAlICa t&EU EV/dUilUI^ A SHJBSir. 

I ten 
Xhss&er of 

teachers tliat 
Responses 

consider item Yes Scsaattocs Ho 

1. Uecitation G2 31 25 6 

**♦ ^ Promptness 68 58 0 2 

3# Effort 84 64 0 0 

4> Self-reliance 64 30 10 *r 

5. Co-operation 63 36 3 4 

ot Attitude 67 60 4 3 

7# Conduct 63 53 3 4 
ft a# Abuse of tools 68 54 u 1 

9. Practice of safety 86 ' 68 0 0 

10* Student1 a cam 
evaluation 

62 18 10 20 

u* Bepcndability 66 57 7 1 

12, Courtesy 67 46 17 4 

13, Spelling 59 Ik 13 17 

Qualities not. listed on tdie questionnaire end added by teachers ^ro 

as follouaj (l) niHinsness to help others and shw othersi (2) ability to 

follow instructions I (3) attendanoe; (4) physical handicaps? (5) background 

preparation? (6) mecfomica! aptitude test? (7) creative efforts? (8) shop 

responsibility; (9) originality; <10) all over hsproversent? (11) njaldng 
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arrangements and securing supplies; (12) clean up; (13) plan of procedure; 

(14) appearance; (15) types of projects chosen; (16) capabilities; 

(17) honesty; (13) leadership; (19) interest in class; (20) initiative; 

(21) industry; (22) neatness; (23) ability to 'i?ork and plan. 

The third part of the questionnaire dealt with project evaluation and 

percentage of grade* 

Project Evaluation 

If the student's project was evaluated, the teachers were asked to 

check a list of ten items that could be considered* The responses to the 

questions as to items considered when grading projects and the number of 

teachers checking the items is given in Table 3, 

TABLE 3, ITEMS CGHSIDEHED HI PROJECT EVALUATION, 

Item 
Humber of teachers 
checking the item 

1, Preplanning 46 

2. Design 39 

3* Joints 43 

4, Gluing 37 

5* Assembly 44 

6. Finish 40 

7* General appearance 52 

G* Accuracy 49 

9. Wasted material 27 

10, Time to complete 30 

11, Report on project 6 
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Of tha items considered In project evaluation general appearance and 

accuracy t/ere considered the most important* Preplanning, design, joints, 

gluing, assembly, finish and time to complete were considered important by 

more than half of the teachers returning the questionnaire. The least 

considered items were wasted material and report on project. Of all the 

items considered in project evaluation tine project report was considered 

least with less than 1QZ of the teachers reporting considering it. 

The fourth part of the questionnaire was concerned with the general 

practices in regard to project grading, mastery of skills and manipulations 

in grading students and the percentage of the total grade that the project 

counts. 

General Practices in Regard to Grading 

This section of the questionnaire was divided into several parts axxd 

the teachers were requested to check yes and no answers and to give per¬ 

centages, The following is a breakdown of this section* listing additional 

comments made by teachers. 

The number of teachers who indicated that they did grade the project 

while it xma, being constructed x/as 43; fifteen indicated they did not grade 

the project while it was being constructed. 

The next question asked in the section was Do you grade the project 

only upon completion? Thirty-five teachers indicated they did. Several of 

the teachers marked both questions which xyerc, Do you grade the project 

while it is being constructed? and Do you grade the project only upon 

completion?, thus creating xfaat appears to be a discrepancy in tabulation 

of die responses to the tx^o questions above. 
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Mastery of skills end manipulation as a factor in project evaluation 

ms considered by 55 teachers* Two indicated they did not consider mastery 

of skills and manipulations* 

In regard to what percent the project counted in the final grade, 

the teachers listed percentages from 10% to 50%, There were 18 teachers 

that indicated that they counted the project grade as 50% of the final 

grade. 

Additional interesting ccircients made by the teachers follow: 

1. The student must pass his written essams with a 70% average 

before any projects or exercises are counted toward his grade. If 

he fails the written exams, he fails the course. 

2. I use a slightly different method in arriving at the grade. 

I deduct for the tilings that are not right and grade accordingly. 

I also grade on use of tools, etc., each day. 

3. The completed projects constitute their year’s work and grade. 

4. I don’t, as a rule, use a certain percent. I feel that it 
varies with each project. 

5. I aza a firm believer in good conduct on the part of the 

pupils. I tell the pupils their grades arc based on: 1, general 

conduct, 2, quality of work, 3. test grades, 4, amount of work 

done. 

6. Blessed be he who can give an accurate evaluation of any 

student. You will note that the project carries the most weight 

in the final grade. As a general rule, any student who does a 
good job on his project lias been very cooperative, orderly, self- 

reliant, used his tools skillfully, conscientious, and applied 
wholesome effort to his work. 

Summary 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine areas considered 

and methods of measurement and evaluation used by Montana industrial arts 

teachers. In order to determine this a questionnaire was utilised* 
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Teachers of industrial arts voodworkins who completed the question¬ 

naire gdve the author the impression that there was interest in the problems 

of measurement and evaluation. Fifty-four and four-tenths percent of the 

questionnaires were returned in a useable condition with many respondents 

making additional comments. 

A significant proportion (94% in the area of knowledge of hand and 

power tools, 100% in the area of general safety, 94% in the area of the 

ability to use hand tools effec ively, 96% in the area oftlie ability to use 

machines effectively, and 02% in the area of related information), of the 

returned questionnaire felt that the five areas of instruction listed on 

the first part of the questionnaire were part of the measurement and evalua¬ 

tion program. Methods used by the teachers often combined written tests as 

wall as observationi. In the areas of knowledge of hand and power tools 

and of related information, written tests outnumbered observation and other 

methods. In the areas of general safety and ability to use machines 

effectively, observation outnumbered the written test and other methods used. 

In the area of general safety, the difference was one between written tests 

and observation with 56 using written tests and 55 using observatisi- i 

while four used other methods* 

The thirteen qualities considered in evaluation of students listed 

on the questionnaire wore considered by moat of the teachers. The number 

of teachers checking these qualities ranged from 67 to 24. There tzere only 

three qualities t/hich not more than 60 teachers chocked; they were depend¬ 

ability 57, courtesy 46, and spelling 24. The application of the Chi 

formula to the responses to the qualities of students* own evaluation and 

spelling indicated that there was no great concern by the teachers one way 
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or another. 

There were eleven Itdas (preplanning, design, joints, gluing, as¬ 

sembly, finish, general appearance, accuracy, wasted material, tine to 

ccznpiGtQ, and report on pi*oject) listed on the questionnaire to be con¬ 

sidered in project evaluation. The range as to the number of teachers 

considering these items in project evaluation was iron 52 who considered 

the general appearance of a project to 6 who considered a report on the 

project. 

The questions on general practices in regard to grading projects 

were included in the questionnaire to determine if there was a general 

practice which was used by a number of teachers. Forty-three teachers 

indicated that they graded the project while it was being constructed, but 

fifteen indicated they did not. Thirty-five teachers indicated they graded 

the project only upon completion. Fifty-five teachers indicated they did 

consider the mastery of skills and manipulations in project grading and two 

did not. Eighteen teachers indicated that the project grade counted as 

50% of the total grade. 

Perhaps the most significant fact brought out by the questionnaire 

is that there is in some instances where teachers seem to agree on that and 

how to measure and evaluate, but also in some practices there is a wide 

range of opinions in regard to the importance of the project in a final grade 

for the student. The project’s importance as to the final grade ranged 

from 10 to 90 percent. 

A summary of the purpose of this investigation with the writer’s 

conclusions and recommendations are presented next. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECQRIZNDATIONS 

Sunscuiry 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the methods used 

by Montana industrial arts teachers to measure and evaluate skills and 

related information in woodworking. 

The review of literature indicated that in order to measure and 

evaluate students1 skills, one must first have in mind the objectives of 

industrial arts, A program of measurement and evaluation, to be effective 

and of value, should be built around the objectives. The review of liter¬ 

ature brought out the importance of tests in industrial arts, plus their 

construction and uses in student evaluation. Evaluation, an essential part 

of an instructional program, was broken down into three main areasi teacher 

evaluation of student achievement, student self-evaluation, and grading of 

students by the teacher, 

A questionnaire was developed and cent to 123 industrial arts teachers 

in Hontana. Sixty-seven or 54,4% of the questionnaires were returned by 

the teachers. The teachers returning the questionnaire ware in agreement 

as to areas which should be considered in an industrial arts program of 

measurement and evaluation and the methods used. They also ware in agree¬ 

ment in regard to qualities to be considered in evaluating a student. Al¬ 

though there was a wide range as far as the importance of the project in 

the total grade given students, moot of the teachers considered the project 

\ 

grade as part of the total grade 
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Conclusions 

Conclusions dram from a review of literature are as follows: 

1. It was generally agreed upon by authorities in the field of 

industrial arts education that the objectives of an industrial arts program 

should be the basis for a program of measurement and evaluation, 

2. Measurement and evaluation should take all learning experiences 

into consideration. 

3. Several methods of evaluation should be used, such as written 

tests, observation by the teacher and student self-evaluation, and students 

should be compared with one another. 

4. Many factors should be considered in a marking system. Methods 

used to grade should be included in the course of study. The system of 

grading should be objective and not influenced by mood or attitude of 

teacher. 

The results of the survey of industrial arts teachers led to these 

conclusions: 

1. The teachers as a whole are in agreement as to the importance of 

these areas of instruction, knowledge of hand and power tools, general 

safety, use of hand tools, use of machines, and related information. 

2. There is wide agreement as far as qualities considered in evalu¬ 

ation of students. 

3. There is a wide range of differences of opinion as to what part 

each item in project evaluation should be considered. 

4. There is general agreement by industrial arts teachers that the 

project should be considered part of the final grade. 
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5* There is further dioas^cment as to systems used in arriving at 

a final grade for a student. 

Recommendations 

The findings of the review of literature and the survey of the in¬ 

dustrial arts teachers indicate several practices that were in agreement 

as well as those vhete they were not in agreement. 

It is recommended that the industrial arts teacher keep in mind the 

objectives of their course in a measurement and evaluation program. 

It is further reconnended that industrial arts teachers set up 

factors in student achievement that they consider important in an evalua¬ 

tion program, since there were some 23 different qualities considered by one 

or more teachers. 

It is finally recommended that the teachers arrive at some agreement 

as to the degree of importance of a project in a final grade and what ’weight 

each part of project construction should be given in grading the project. 

If there were some general agreement as to the importance of the project in 

the final grade, it is the writer^ belief that this could bring about more 

uniformity in the teaching of industrial arts woodworking, since the project 

seems to be the vehicle through instruction in woodworking is given. 

\ 
■ 

\ 
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ArmiDE: A 

ACTIVITY CnADIIia CimET 

Student* 2 litsno Clasn 

Hass O£ Unit   -   ,   _.. ■ Xencl-ier 

Date 

Dir^ctlonrr? Hilo tliact nay be used by students or tho teacher* The bottoa 

section pernita the coaparin^ of self-evaluation taade by tha student alons 

with that of the teacher* Rate each of the items on tho five point scale 

by circling a number or. tho scale* 

Ba&tiin Better Class Just Unsatis 
Class Than Av Aver. Below factory 

1* Pro-planning, thoroughly 
planned activity when neces¬ 
sary, included: drawings* 
steps* checking levels* lists 
of tools and supplies* 10 7 5 3 0 

2* Design, originality, func¬ 
tional, pleasant appearance, 
proportional, best use of 
mater ial * 10 7 5 3 0 

3. Accuracy* 171 thin established 
dimenoions and tolerances. 10 7 5 3 0 

4* Finish, Surface preparation, 
selection of finishing mater¬ 
ial, application of finishing 
material♦ 10 7 5 3 0 

5, Safety*' Inhibited safe atti¬ 
tude and practical safety 
precautions in all activitioa. 10 7 5 3 0 

Student and Teacher Evaluation; Liseethe number circled above in each of 

the appropriate spaces. The total number of points will be used in deter¬ 

mining final grade for the activity* 



Prc*j>iGnnitt3 Pssisn Accuracy Finish Safety 

Student 

Teacher 

43 

Total 
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FCUTv FACTC?i> 'JDTV0LV2D ill ATJiimS AT A ilAPJC AS LISTED BY SILVIUS AlS) CUIUS. 

1* Ttic quality of voxk wtiich a student produces is a narkabic factor. 
To nates it as objective as possible, a marking scale to assist the 
teacher end the student may be useful* Tain scale may consist of 
several finished projects shoving degress of quality fron excellent 
to poor. Tills scale could also be in to form of a check sheet 
vifch items that describe constructive criticism* 

2. The student's knowledge of related information, essential for 
content enrichment. Is a markable factor. This can be measured 
by oral questioning or by giving a short objective test at the 
conclusion of the instruction for a project. 

3* It is often stated by leaders in industry end business that oca 
lose their jobs, not because of their inability to do the job, 
but because they are unable to get along with toir fallow 
workers * Industrial education subjects provide opportunity for 
students to work With each other, use cocrecn tcolc and equip- 
nent, share in the maintenance of the laboratory, and work co¬ 
operatively vitli the other students and officers; each student's 
success in these endeavors should be evaluated. Harry Paine, while 
a professor at to University of Cincinnati, suggested tot there 
ware twelve factors that could be considered: ", , .the instructor 
should call the student's attention to the following Important 
elements of shop morale mi attitudes and attempt to improve 
them... (1) promptness and punctuality; (2) cooperation; (3) ef¬ 
fort and perseverance; (4) appearance and fit dress; (5) social 
attitudes; (0) apparent interest; (7) reliability; (3) initiative; 
(9) leadership; (10) honesty; (11) loyalty; (12) neatness and 
orderliness.”1 A grade on citizenship is subjective since it is 
based on judgment. The reliability of a citizenship mark my not 
be too high with beginning teachers; however, with experience, it 
should improve. The importance of evaluating is exemplified in 
this statenrer.t: "It is not so much what to student learns, but 
how he uses it* Thera are many intelligent men in our prisons 
today,"?- 

1Karry Paine, "Product Hating Scale for Shop Work," Industrial Artn 
to. SdiLCiLtlon, :EO:H, February, 1343, p. 54. 

Allen A. Cooper, "Grading to Industrial Arts Student," Industrial 
tos. to ^ftosto ^CVXI, February, 1933, p, 43, 
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4. Iha tisss. ucccasary to do tho project is &a important factor* 
jobs nay be completed in one class period, while others 

may take several periods. Certainly a student should not 
receive as catch credit for a short Job as he does for a long 
one, 

,?$iuce all jobs vary in tixa amount of time required 
for their completion, provisions should be made to com¬ 
pensate for these differences. An adequate arrangement 
is to assign a standard time (or average time) in terns 
of tho number of class periods necessary for the usual 
student to do the job plus the time required for the 
teacher to present the instruction , . .3 

The standard time for a project nay or nay not be the seme from 
one class to another. For cnonple, one class nay include many 
students fchoso average intelligence is high, and another nay 
be mostly slow learners, Hie slow learners probably will take 
longer to complete the manipulative work as well as to cover 
the teacher’s instruction* Feu progressive industrial edu¬ 
cation teachers base their narks on the normal curve; com¬ 
parisons are usually made within the student’s group, A 
standard or average time for a project in each class, based 
on the ability of the students within the group as wall as 
their progress, provides for healthy competitive evaluation* 

'•'Gerald Kays lager and G, Harold Si 
L f&d Voenticnal jyit.tcat j.oru 

Iviue, 
rcov. 

’’Xae Student’s Flan of Uork,” 
April, 1945, p, 143, 
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1* Points earned. Each activity, test, sad, other class contrlbu- 

example, ail point totals £or 200 receive an ’’A”* 
(b) Statistical distribution or rank order of points earned— 

for ensaplo, the three students with the hipest number 

2, Course averuse. Each activity, test, and other class ccntri- 
butiou is evaluated against a eeemon base (highest achieve^ 
xseat is 100 per cent) and given a relative weight in relations 
to the other activities, Hie total is averaged and the final 
grade based cn either predeterriinad liaitc (20-100 or 24-100 
equals A), statistical distribution or rank order. For esuenple, 
hi a beginning woodworking course the following grades are 
received (equated on the basis of 100 being the hithast pos¬ 
sible score). In this erosipla the uajor c:raalnations considered 
twice as inporfcant as any of tha unit teats are therefore given 
twice their relative weight. 

Unit Tost I « 
Unit rfast II - 
Unit Xast III 
Hid-Semester *= 
(Double Value) « 
Course Evrcaination - 
(Double Value) « 
Project #1 - 
Project #2 » 
Project #3 - 

75 
70 
70 
SO 
SO 
60 
70 

700 10 = 73 per cant average grads 
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APPHDIX D 

tsrrai cmsTLcmmvs soix TO ixmm. UIDUOTHIAL 

Bsar Hr* 

Xt ic my belief and that of other Industrial arts teachers that X 

have talked to that there are many different methods of measurement and 

evaluation in v.eodworkins used by Montana industrial arts tcad\er«. Tills 

assimption load me to making a study of the various methods of reeasurenent 

and evaluation used by lientana industrial arts teachers* 

Xt is my intention to question all Hontana industrial arts teachers 

teach ins uoodrortcin^ to determine their methods of measurement and evalua¬ 

tion. Tour assistance will ba valuable in malting thin study accurate. All 

replies will be considered and will be needed in compiling the information 

to determine tdia reoct ccsreon method or methods used. 

Therefore, X an respectfully submitting the end 

hoping it will be possible for you to find time in your 

cample to and return it promptly for consolidation with 

graduate report in education. 

osod questionnaire* 

busy schedule to 

others as a special 

All quostio 

name will be used, 

the final report. 

moires remain confidential, no coho 

and all noterials will be destroyed 

You trill be furnished a copy of the 

ol or specific teacher’s 

upon completion of 

find tabulation of 

responses* 

Thank you for your part in helping me complete this curve] 

r* 
O InccreXy four, 

Enclosure 

Henry Badt 
Graduate S tudent 



A QUESTIONNAIRE TO DETERMINE METHODS OF MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION 

USED IN WOODWORKING BY MONTANA INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS 

Directions: This questionnaire is designed to determine what and how 

you as an industrial arts teacher measure the knowledge and skills of 

your students in woodworking. Some of the questions may not pertain 

to your methods of measurement.or to what you measure. If so, ignore 

the particular questions. On the other hand, if there is some phase of 

woodworking which you measure and it is not included, please use the 

space provided at the end of the questionnaire to give a brief des¬ 

cription of your particular phase of evaluation and the method. 

The questions will list a specific area with methods of measure¬ 

ment. If the area is used in your measurement and evaluation of a 

student, please check it. Then check the method or methods used to 

measure it. 

AREA METHOD OF EVALUATION 

1, Knowledge of hand and  written test 
power tools, as to observation 
being able to identify  other 
and know what they are 
used for. 

_2. General safety, knowledge  written test 
of.  ^observation 

 other  

_3. Use of hand tools, ability  written test 
to use effectively.  ^observation 

 other  

_4. Use of machines, ability  written test 
to use effectively. - observation 

other 



5. Related information,  written test 
other than ordinary shop  observation 
wor^.  other 

Do you take into consideration the following when evaluating 

student? Check the response showing your practice. 

1. Recitation 

2. Promptness 

3* Effort 

4. Self-reliance 

5. Co-operation 

6. Attitude 

7. Conduct 

8. Abuse of tools 

9. Practice of safety 

_yes 
_n° 
_sometimes 

_yes 
_no 
sometimes 

jyes 
no 
sometimes 

_yes 
no 
sometimes 

_yes 
no 
sometimes 

jres 
no 
sometimes 

_yes 
no 
sometimes 

_yes 
no 
sometimes 

sometimes 

sometimes 

10. Student's own evaluation 



Finish 

Wasted material 

Time to complete 

General appearance 

Accuracy 

Report on project 

Ot her  

Please circle the appropriate response: 

Do you grade the project while it is being constructed? 

Yes No 

Do you grade the project only upon completion? Yes No 

Do you consider the degree of mastery of skills and manipula¬ 

tions in grading students? Yes No 

How much do you consider the project grade in the final grade 

(approximate per cent) 

Please use this space for any additional comments you wist 



11. Dependability  yes 

 no 
sometimes 

12. Courtesy yes 

 no 

sometimes 

13. Spelling  yes 

 no 
 sometimes 

14. Others   yes 
 no 
 s ome times 

15. Others yes 
no 
 sometimes 

16. Others  yes 

 no 
 sometimes 

If you grade students' projects, would you please check the 

Items In the following list that you consider part of the grade. If 

you use certain weights such as fifty percent of the grade represents 

the accuracy and fifty percent the finish, would you also enter this 

In the blank following the item. 

Check if you consider Item 
(he item. 

  Pre-planning 

_______ Design 

  Joints 

Percentage of 
total grade 

Gluing 

Assembly 


